Abstract. Edge-preserving smoothing has recently emerged as a crucial technique for a variety of computer vision and image processing applications. The idea is to smooth the small scale variations, while preserving edges and fine details in the image, without causing halo artifacts in detail enhancement. In this paper, we propose a modified bilateral filter model that has better behavior near edges and details than the standard model does. The edge-stopping function takes into account the intensity difference and the local variance of the filter windows, which provides insightful information about the local pixel distribution. We demonstrate the existing detail-related bilateral-based applications can achieve better results by simply switching from the standard model to our proposed model. In particular, we applied our method to detail-preserving image denoising and detail enhancement.
Introduction
Edge-preserving smoothing plays a crucial role in a variety of applications in computer vision and image processing. The filtering progress will smooth the noise, while preserving edges and fine details of the image. Both the smoothing result or base layer and residual detail layer can be used in different ways, depending on each application. For instance, the details can be boosted in applications, such as detail enhancement, while in image de-noising they will be discarded.
State of the art techniques that enable this kind of filter include anisotropic diffusion (AD) [19] , bilateral filter (BLF) [23] , weighted least squares filter (WLS) [12] and guided image filter (GIF) [14] . Each has its advantages and disadvantages, so we need to consider the balance between the quality of the results and the computational cost. By taking this consideration, GIF and BLF would be the most suitable choices. Especially, BLF has become the de facto standard for computer vision and image processing applications due to its simplicity, flexibility and appealing characteristics [18] .
The main challenges of BLF are its time consumption and production of reversed gradient artifacts near edges in detail enhancement technique. While the time taken can be reduced using fast approximated techniques [7, 10, 17, 20] , causing reversed gradient artifacts in detail enhancement and filtering meaningful fine details in image de-noising are unresolved issues.
In this paper, we propose a modified BLF model that has better behavior near edges than the standard model does. We realize that the halo artifacts, that occur in detail enhancement, come from the weak discrimination between pixel pairs in the local window. In general, the simple intensity difference of the standard model is insufficient to determine which pixels should be smoothed and which detail-and edge-pixels should be preserved. The proposed method takes into account the intensity difference as does the standard model, and the local variances of the image, which provide insightful information about local pixel distribution. Experiments show bilateral-based detail enhancement and detailpreserving image denoising can achieve better results by simply switching from the existing standard model to our improved model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discussed various existing edge-preserving smoothing techniques. Section 3 presents the proposed method with the use of local variance. Section 4 presents experimental results to compare our method to methods from the literature. Finally, this paper is drawn to a conclusion and future work outlined in Section 5.
Related Work
Several state of the art edge-preserving smoothing techniques have been developed and applied in a variety of computer vision and image processing applications in the last decade. The ideal edge-preserving filter must smooth the small scale variations or noise of the image and preserve edges and fine details without causing any halo artifacts near edges in detail enhancement. In particular, it must neither blur nor sharpen the edges.
Such a filter was first used for scale-space image segmentation and edge detection known as anisotropic diffusion (AD) [19] . Generally, AD strongly smooths the low gradient regions, while preventing averaging across the strong edges where the gradient magnitude is large. This is the reason why AD can smooth noise while preserving edge structures. However, it has three major drawbacks. First, the meaningful fine details of an image are unexpectedly removed due to its over-smooth characteristic. Second, the edges are over-sharpened in the fi-nal cumulative result. Finally, the non-linear iterative process of AD is slow to converge.
Although there are some improved anisotropic diffusion models, such as robust anisotropic diffusion [3] , variance-based [6] , LCIS [24] , these limitations cannot be overcome thoroughly. BLF is increasingly widely used due to its appealing characteristics. It was original developed in [1, 21] , and then popularized in [23] with the name bilateral filter. It is a non-iterative, non-linear weighted averaging filter that smooths noise, whilst preserving edges. A weighted mean of neighbor pixels is calculated to produce each output pixel in the filtered result. The weight is computed by the product of the spatial and intensity range domain. Let I p be the intensity value at pixel p; then, BLF is defined by:
where kernel functions g σs and f σr are spatial and range domain, respectively. Parameters σ s and σ r determine the weights in each domain, represented by a Gaussian function:
BLF can perform the smoothing process in a single iteration and overcome the over-sharpen edges characteristic of anisotropic diffusion. The weights assigned to neighbor pixels in spatial domain depend on their locations, while intensity values determine the weights in range domain. Specifically, the spatial domain reduces the weight of distant pixels, and the range domain reduces the weight of pixels that are different from the center pixel in terms of intensity value. The degree of smoothing is controlled by adjusting the value of σ r . BLF becomes equivalent to the Gaussian low-pass filter when σ r increases. Hence, this value must be sufficiently small to avoid filtering fine features. The main disadvantages of BLF are its time consumption and production of gradient reversal artifacts near edges in detail enhancement. Several fast approximated techniques have been investigated to reduce the time-taken [7, 10, 17, 20] . The main concepts of these acceleration schemes can be found in [18] . The halo artifacts that occur in detail enhancement can be controlled using a postprocessing algorithm proposed in [15] . Our improved model greatly reduces these artifacts, without using such a post-processing step. Moreover, the detailpreserving characteristic of our model is another advantage compared to the standard model. Some improvements of BLF that applied adaptive parameters instead of fixed parameters have been developed. Wong [26] included the local phase coherence into both spatial and range domain of BLF to improve the noise reducing and detail-preserving ability. However, the gradient reversal artifacts and detail enhancement have not been evaluated and discussed. While the adaptive BLF developed in [27] tends to enhance the sharpness of the noisy blurred image, not to boost the detail as our stated problem.
To address the second problem of BLF, Farbman et al. [12] also introduced the weighted least squares (WLS) filter that better preserves the edges than BLF does and is able to perform halo-free image decomposition of an input image. It can produce a high quality smoothed and enhanced result, without suffering obvious artifacts, but requires solving a large sparse linear system. This leads us to another challenge.
Subr et al. [22] favored using the local extrema-based filter (LEF) instead of WLS filter. The output image is computed by averaging min/max envelopes, which are interpolated from min/max extrema using the edge-preserving interpolation scheme [16] . However, this method tends to remove details even in high contrast textured regions. Furthermore, it causes incomplete smoothing of the oscillation in a single iteration, and requires solving k number of large sparse linear system (k ≥ 2).
In a notable recent work, He et al. [14] made use of the local linear transform model to propose guided image filtering (GIF). Although GIF can reduce the gradient reversal artifacts of BLF, and can be implemented using a fast algorithm, the details are not well preserved, and the contrast of its resultant output is reduced, as in the case of BLF.
In summary, we need to trade off the result quality and computational cost. Among existing methods, the bilateral-based filter is still widely used and would have become the de facto standard for computer vision applications [18] . The next section presents our improved BLF model with the use of local variance. Experiments show our method can achieve better results than conventional BLF in detail enhancement and image de-noising.
Proposed Bilateral Filter Model
In this section, we present a modified BLF model that better preserves edges and fine details compared to the standard model. The edge-stopping function will take into account the intensity difference and the local variance of the filter windows. First, we briefly analyze the variance information of the local windows, and then apply it to the proposed model. The related analysis can be found in [6] for degraded background images, while our analysis strongly focuses on the windows nears edges. 
Local Variance Analysis
For the enlarged windows of an input image as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b) contains some step edges, while Fig. 1(c) only contains small scale oscillations. The objective of edge-preserving smoothing for such these images is to smooth the small scale oscillations and prevent their inter-region edges leaking together. The variances of these windows are 11.14, 8.44 and 0.18, respectively. It has long been known that the local variance is calculated by:
where μ p is the mean of I in the local window w p , and |w| is the number of pixels in w p . As discussed in [6] , it should be normalized to make the range of variance to be compatible with the range of gradient, as in equation (5):
where min σ We can observe that the variances of the local windows that contain interregion edges are larger than that in homogeneous regions. In order to preserve detail-or edge-pixels that located near the center of these windows, their neighbor pixels should have small weight in the filtering process. For instance, while computing the output of center pixels in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) , the small weights should be assigned to their neighbors. Meanwhile, a low-pass filter is applicable to homogeneous region, as Fig. 1(c) . 
Proposed BLF Model
Capture the notion of local variance and its insightful information about the local pixel distribution, we proposed the modified BLF model that takes into account both intensity difference and local variance. We tend to reduce the weights of local neighbors in the smoothing process of high-variance detail-or edge-pixels. The proposed BLF model with the use of local variance is given as follows:
where g σs is spatial domain defined in (2) , and f σvr is our modified edge-stopping function,
where σ vr plays the role of the smoothing parameter, the larger the value of σ vr is, the smoother the filter image will be. However, it must be much smaller than the standard deviation σ r used in the standard model in the normalized [0; 1] intensity range value. With this proposed edge-stopping function, the small weights will be assigned to the neighbors of high-variance detail-and edge-pixels, this effect prevents two inter-region edges leaking together as the ideal filter. Meanwhile, the variances are close to one in the homogeneous regions; the proposed model becomes equivalent to the standard BLF, and noise and small scale oscillations will be smoothed. Table 1 shows the overview characteristics of our method in the context of existing techniques. Fig. 2 visually compare our method and existing methods. Given an 1-D input signal (blue) plotted from a scan-line of an image, the filter outputs (red) are Fig. 3 . Filter kernels of bilateral filter (top row) and our method (bottom row) corresponding to Fig. 1(a), 1(b) , and 1(c) shown in the top row, and the enhanced outputs (magenta) are shown in the bottom row. We can easily see that the reversed gradient artifacts only in the enhanced output of BLF ( Fig. 2(g) ), because the edge-pixel and its neighbors have leaked together in the smoothed result (base layer) (Fig. 2(c) ). In contrast, our method with the participation of local variance information does not suffer such artifacts, as shown in Fig. 2(h) . The WLS filter and GIF yield high quality in both smoothed ( Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) ) and enhanced output (Fig. 2 (e) and 2(f)), as they have been proved previously [12, 14] . Fig. 3 shows the filter kernel visualization of BLF and our method corresponding to the enlarged windows of Fig. 1. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the weights assigned to the pixels on the non-same region to the center pixel are still large, so the edges will not be consistently preserved for BLF. Conversely, the weights assigned to these pixels in our method are nearly zero (black), as shown in Fig.  3(d) and 3(e) . This better preserves the edge-pixels than the standard BLF does. Both filters have equivalent behavior for the low-gradient, low-variance regions, the neighbors are averaged together. As we can see in the right-most column, both filter kernels are comparable to a low-pass filter.
Edge-Preserving Characteristic
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Implementation
The proposed model naturally works well with a gray-scale image. In order to process with color image, both intensity difference and local variance are calculated by Euclidean distance in CIELab color space. We can achieve better results by processing in CIELab space, rather than RGB, because the channel-wise CIELab space is more uniform than RGB [23] is. The algorithm is directly implemented using CUDA in this work to achieve the speed-up. The GPU implementation takes about 90ms to process 1-megapixel gray-scale image, and 120ms for color image. The measurement was performed in a PC with an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 3800+ 2.00 Ghz and NVIDIA GeForce GT 240. 
Experimental Results

Detail Enhancement
Our proposed method focuses on the gradient reversal artifacts occurring in the detail enhancement technique, where the details are first boosted, and then recombined with the base layer to produce an enhanced output. Fig. 4 shows the enhanced results rendered by our method and existing methods. When the artifacts occur near the edges in the BLF result (Fig. 4(h) ), our method (Fig. 4(i) ) greatly reduces these artifacts and can be visually comparable to the enhanced output produced from WLS filter (Fig. 4(f) ) and GIF (Fig. 4(g) ). The same analysis can be applied to the enhanced outputs of gray-scale image as shown in Fig. 5 . The reversed gradient artifacts only occur in the BLF result, while the enhanced output produced from our method is comparable to that produced from WLS and GIF.
Detail-Preserving Image Denoising
Denoising is the first and original purpose of image filtering. Especially, smoothing noise, while preserving both edges and fine details in the image simultaneously, is The input image was taken from [6] . an important and challenging task [6] . In terms of restoration using filtering without deploying any noise detection operator, we compare our proposed method with various edge-preserving smoothing techniques including AD [19] , improved AD [6] , GIF [14] and BLF [23] . The test image is the degraded bird image taken from [6] . While the AD and the improved AD are set to be iterated over 100 times, the smoothing parameters of remaining methods are chosen carefully to achieve tolerable results. The restored image in AD (Fig. 6(b) ) has lost most of the details of the bird and the edges are over-sharpened. Though the improved anisotropic diffusion preserves both edges and fine details in the restored image (Fig. 6(c) ), it cannot avoid sharpening edges, the same as in anisotropic diffusion. Both GIF and BLF effectively smooth noise in the homogeneous regions, however, the details have been blurred and contrast is reduced, as shown in Fig 6(d) and 6(e) , respectively. Our method preserves edges and fine details and avoids sharpening edges, as shown in Fig. 6(f) at the expense of small noise remained near edges. Moreover, the contrast is closer to that of the input image.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an improved BLF model for artifact-free detailand edge-preserving smoothing. The improved model takes into account not only the intensity difference but also the local variance information of the filter windows. It better preserves edges and fine details compared to the standard model. The gradient reversal artifacts have been greatly reduced without using a post-precessing step in detail enhancement, while the meaningful fine details are also preserved in the image denoising technique.
Experimental results showed these detail-related bilateral-based applications can achieve better results by simply switching from the standard model to our proposed model. Its ability to apply to a variety of applications, such as multiscale image decomposition, HDR compression, and flash/no-flash imaging, is limited compared to WLS filter and guided image filter. Further improvement, quantitative evaluations and its relation to non-local filters should be investigated. We leave these challenges for our future works.
